**Universe of Obligation Graphic Organiser**

In Circle 1, write who or what it is that occupies the centre of the universe. If you are creating a graphic organiser for yourself or for a character, write the name. If you are creating it for a concept, such as capitalism, write the concept in Circle 1.

In Circle 2, write the name of people, objects or concepts that the individual or concept at the centre feels most obligation to or considers of most value.

In Circle 3, place who or what comes next. To exist in Circle 3, some obligation or value must be felt, but this is less than in Circle 2.

In Circle 4, place who or what comes next. To exist in Circle 4, some obligation or value must be felt, but this is less than in Circle 3.

What factors did you take into consideration when creating this graphic? How did you decide who or what to place in the different circles?
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